
Recommendation letter 

 

I'm teacher of math in high school at EC Physics and Math Lyceums #  named after … 

 

Mr. R  is a very talented, intelligent, responsible, broad-minded person. He systematically uses wide 

range of information sources. He has his own talent in math from childhood. Mr.R  can organize activity 

according to plan he has critical, statistical thinking, math intuition and holistic approach. Moreover, he 

systematically uses wide range of information sources. His abilities and hard-working is not only in 

school classes, but he has extra classes in math. 

 

He is very strong at trigonometric inequality, primitive and uncertain integral, curvilinear trapezoid and 

its area, a certain integral, root n-oh degrees from a real number and its property, degree with a rational 

and irrational indicator, transformation of irrational expressions, the solution of the irrational equations 

and their systems, the solution of irrational inequalities and their systems, a power function and its 

properties, a derivative and integral of a power function with the valid indicator, an exponential 

function, its properties and the schedule, log. 

 

Being his teacher I can vouch that Mr R  demonstrated tremendous effort and improvements 

throughout the years and proved himself as one of the most diligent and conscientious students that I 

have encountered in my entire teaching career. He has a combination of the strong sense of 

responsibility and positive attitude that keeps him refine his learning process till he reaches the almost 

ideal result. As he has a very comprehensive understanding of the subject and has excellent analytical 

skills. 

 

He is very responsible student and does all his homework on time. The student has demonstrated deep 

knowledge of the studied material using the integration in various spheres. Mr R  always thinks 

positively. He shows himself as a self-developed and self-realized personality. 

 

To conclude, I would like to restate my strong recommendation for Mr R  

 

If you have any further questions regarding Mr R’s  ability or this recommendation, please do not 

hesitate to contact me. 

 


